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ABSTRACT 
The catastrophic equity put (CatEPut) options which serve as a kind of risk-
linked securities are quite popular in hedging catastrophic risk. In this thesis, 
the CatEPut options are priced with the stochastic interest rate and stochas-
tic volatility (SISV). We use a two-dimensional Fourier transform over the log 
price and the catastrophic loss to derive the closed-form CatEPut option price. 
The numerical examples show that our pricing formula and method are efficient 
and accurate. We also find that the price of the CatEPut options are greatly 
influenced by the stochastic volatility and stochastic interest rate. 
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C H A P T E R 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Because the loss incurred by catastrophic events such as hurricanes, earthquakes 
and tsunamis is increasing rapidly in recent years, risk-linked securities have 
enjoyed a tremendous growth since early 1990s. Such catastrophic risk-linked 
securities are innovative financial instruments frequently used by insurance com-
panies which are exposed to catastrophic risk. CAT Bonds, catastrophic equity 
put (CatEPut) options and catastrophic swaps are some of the famous catas-
trophic risk related securities, they can help insurance companies raise capital 
from the financial market when the insurance companies are suffered from huge 
catastrophic loss. In this thesis, we focus on the valuation of the CatEPut op-
tions. 
The CatEPut option is a put option which is exercisable when both the price 
of the underlying asset falls below the strike price and the accumulated catas-
trophic loss excesses the predetermined level. Therefore, the CatEPut option 
can be seen as a double trigger option and its payoff is given by 
Payoff = I { L ( T ) > L } ( K - S(T))+ (1.1) 
where T is the term of the option, S(T) and L(T) are the underlying asset value 
and the accumulated catastrophe loss at T respectively, and K is the strike price. 
The CatEPut options are mainly used by insurance companies. The 
CatEPut options are usually used as reinsurance securities because in the case 
of catastrophe, the stock price of the insurance company which is exposed to 
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catastrophic risk will probably experience a downward jump and the CatEPut 
option can offer them a lot of money to cover the loss. There are many advan-
tages of using the CatEPut options. Due to its payoff structure, the CatEPut 
option price is usually lower than the price of standard put option. Also, the 
transaction cost of purchasing the CatEPut option is usually cheaper than buy-
ing put options and insurance securities together. What's more, because of the 
fixed strike price K, insurance companies who use CatEPut options can know in 
advance how much money can be raised in the case of catastrophe. 
The CatEPut options have been used for many years, the first example of 
using CatEPut options happened in the fall of 1996. RLI, an insurance com-
pany, signed an agreement to use CatEPut options developed by a reinsurance 
company named Aon to protect itself from earthquakes. The Northridge Earth-
quake happened in the same year caused huge loss to RLI. Consequently, RLI 
exercised the options by selling predetermined terms of its convertible shares at 
$50 million. Because of the increasing frequency and intensity in catastrophic 
events caused by global warming, the CatEPut options are becoming more and 
more popular these years. 
Different kinds of assumptions on the underlying asset process, the catas-
trophic loss process have been discussed in the valuation of the CatEPut options 
since 2004. Cox et al.(2004) first examined the CatEPut options by using risk-
neutral pricing method. In their paper, the underlying asset process is modeled 
by a geometric Brownian motion with negative catastrophic jumps. And the size 
of each catastrophic loss is assumed to be constant in their model. Jaimungal 
& Wang (2006) use the compound Poisson process to model the loss process 
and take the stochastic interest rate case into consideration. Chang & Hung 
(2008) discussed the valuation of the CatEPut option under the stochastic in-
terest rate framework and the Levy process with negative exponential jumps is 
used to model the underlying asset process. In Jackson et al.(2007), the regime-
switching Levy model is applied and the authors use Fourier space time stepping 
technique to price the option. Lin & Wang (2009) considered the pricing of the 
2 
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perpetual American type of CatEput options under the constant interest rate 
assumption. Lin et al.(2009) models the catastrophic loss process as a doubly 
stochastic Poisson process, in their paper the intensity of the catastrophe ar-
rival process is assumed to be stochastic and in the paper of Chang et.al (2011), 
the loss process is modeled as a Markov-Modulated Poisson process. Jiang et.al 
(2012) take the counterparty default risk into consideration. 
We notice that in the current literature, the underlying asset process of 
the CatEPut option is usually modeled by the Merton model with the jump to 
default feature. The volatility of the underlying asset process is assumed to be 
constant. However, as argued in many articles, the constant volatility assumption 
is insufficient to capture some commonly observed market phenomena such as 
volatility smile. To better capture the properties of the CatEPut options, we 
modified the existing model by replacing the constant volatility with stochastic 
volatility. Indeed, our model is a combination of stochastic volatility with the 
jump-to-default feature. 
Also, consider the payoff structure of the CatEPut options, when the catas-
trophic loss process is given the CatEPut option can be seen as a standard put 
option. So in previous literatures, people tended to price the CatEput options us-
ing the strategy of expectation or “conditioning on the catastrophic loss”method. 
However, we notice that there are some drawbacks when applying such kind of 
method. Since the loss process is usually modeled as a compound Poisson process, 
it is usually hard or sometimes time consuming to evaluate the loss distribution 
function. We will show the details of this method as well as its drawback in the 
following chapters. 
To avoid the complexity of using the “conditioning on the catastrophic 
loss”method and take the stochastic volatility case into consideration, we use 
the method of Fourier transform to deal with the problem. The option price is 
obtained by solving a PDE and then applying Fourier inverse transform. Similar 
to van Haastrecht et al.(2008), we use Vasecik (1997)'s assumption on the inter-
est rate and Schobel and Zhu (1999) model for volatility. In our model, both 
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interest rate and volatility are assumed to be stochastic, the correlation between 
them is also taken into consideration. 
We arrange the thesis in the following form. In Chapter 2, we present the 
model of the CatEPut options; In Chapter 3, we extent the usual used condition-
ing on loss method to stochastic volatility, its drawbacks are also discussed. In 
Chapter 4, we use the Fourier transform to price the CatEPut options. In Chap-
ter 5, numerical experiments are conducted to show the impact of the stochastic 
volatility on the price of CatEPut options and the computational efficiency of 
our method. We finally come to the conclusion part in Chapter 6. 
4 
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T H E MODEL 
2.1. T h e mode l of C a t E P u t op t ions u n d e r 
r i sk -neu t ra l m e a s u r e 
We present the model of CatEPut options in the risk-neutral form. As argued by 
Cox et al.(2004), if a liquid market for CatEPut options exists, then there exists 
an equivalent probability measure Q, which is not necessarily unique, such that 
for all tradable asset S �， t h e discount stock process { e - ^ (t) : T > 0} is a 
martingale under Q. The details of the measure change from the real probability 
measure P to risk neutral measure Q will be present in Appendix A. 
Let {S(t) : t > 0} be the underlying asset process, {L(t) : t > 0} be the 
accumulated catastrophic loss from time 0 to time t, {r(t) : t > 0} be the risk-
free short rate process , {v(t) : t > 0} be the stochastic instantaneous volatility, 
define F 三{Ft : t > 0} be the natural filtration generated by the above four 
processes {S(t), L(t), r(t), v(t)} and denote (Q, F , Q) be the probability space 
with the risk neutral measure Q. The above notations will be used all through 
the thesis. 
In our thesis, we use Vasicek (1977)'s assumption on the stochastic interest 
rates and the Schobel and Zhu (1999) model for stochastic volatility. The log 
asset price x(t) := ln S � is not only affected by the catastrophic loss process but 
5 
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also correlated with the stochastic interest rate r(t) and the stochastic volatility 
process v(t). The risk-neutral dynamic of the catastrophic related stock process 
satisfies the following SDEs: 
dx(t) = (r(t) - 2v2(t) + Y)dt + v(t)dWx(t) - adL(t), 
dr(t) = (KOr - r(t))dt + ordWr(t), 
dv (t) = (Kv Ov 一 Kv v(t))dt + 0"v dWv (t), 
L(t) = E S Ik， 
(2.1) 
where, N � is homogenous Poisson process with arrival rate A, and li, i = 1, 2 … 
are i.i.d. random variables representing the size of each single catastrophic loss 
whose density function is / L ( z ) ; Kr, Or, Or are parameters representing the cor-
responding mean reversion, volatility of the interest rate process and long term 
interest rate; Similarly, Kv, Ov, Ov are the mean reversion, volatility of the volatil-
ity process and the long term volatility; Finally, (Wx(t), Wr(t), Wv(t)) are Wiener 
Process under the measure Q with the correlations d[Wx(t), Wr (t)] = pxrdt, 
d[Wx(t),Wv � Prvdt. Since the catastrophic Pxvdt a n d d [ W r �，W v �： 
events are not affected by the financial market, we have L � is uncorrelated 
with Wx(t), Wr (t) and Wv (t); 7 is the drift of the asset price process. To make 
the discount stock process to be a martingale under Q, we have: 
E Q [ e - a L ( T |Ft e -aL{t)+Yt (2.2) 
or, 
7 = A e —ay f L ( y ) d y (2.3) 
Since v(t) follows an OU process, the distribution of v(T) conditional on 
v(t) is normal with mean a = Ov + (v(t) — O v ) e — - t ) and variance b2 2KV •(1 -
e —2KV ( T 一 t) . Then the probability that v(T) becomes negative is given by p 二 
N(—a/6). For example, setting Kv = 2 , � =0 . 3 , O v = 0 .1 ,T - t = 2 and ” � = 0 . 1 
a 
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we will have p = 1.54 x 1 0 - 9 . This means the probability of being negative is 
negligibly small for a wide range of reasonable parameters values. 
Though the negative values of v(t) and r � can be avoided by applying 
alternative models like square-root process by Cox et al.(1976) and Heston(1993), 
new problems will occur when applying such models, the major one is that when 
taking the correlations of the processes into consideration, the semi-analytical 
solution for the option price is hard to obtain by existing methods. Based on the 
facts that the correlations between the processes do make a big difference to the 
option price and the probability when v or r goes negative is relatively small, 
we decide to use the OU type model in the thesis and we will continue to do 
modifications on models and valuation methods to cope with the above problem. 
2.2. C h a n g e t o t h e fo rward m e a s u r e 
Since the stochastic interest rate process is introduced, it is natural to use the 
forward measure Q T to do the valuation. 
Define D(s,t) = e - and let P(t,T； r) be the price T-maturity zero 
coupon bond at time t when the spot rate r(t) = r. P(t, T； r) is defined as 
P(t,T； r) := E Q [ e - r � ’F t ] . (2.4) 
For the Vasicek interest rate model we have 
P(t,T； r) = exp[Ar(t,T) - Br(t,T)r], 
where 
Br(t,T)=念(1 - e〜 
(2.5) 
Ar (t,T) = (0r - )(Br (t,T) - (T - t)) - ^ ^ B2(t,T), 
(2.6) 
So we will have the following Lemma for the measure change from the risk-neutral 
measure Q to the forward-neutral measure Q T . 
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L e m m a 2.1. Let P � denote the Randon-Nykodym process as follows: 
(2.7) p � =% I t = p m D(0,t) 
= e x p { - 2 F0 o^B2(s,T)ds - £ OrB(s ,T)dWr (s)} . 
Then for any A E F, 
Q T ( A ) = E Q [ I ( A ) P ( T ) ] , 
In particularly, W j , W r T and W v T defined by 
WXT �= W x ( t ) + PxrOr f0 B (U, T)du, 
WvT �=Wv � + PrvvOr £ B (U, T)du, 
W r T �= W x ( t ) + Or f t B(u, T)du; 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
are Q T -Wiener Processes with the corresponding correlations pxr, Pxv and prv ‘ 
Furthermore, for any tradable assets S(t), { pS J U r - r ) ,u E [0,T]} is a Q T -
martingale. 
Proof : 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that in Jaimangal(2006)'s. 
Firstly, by the definition of P(t) in (2.7), it is positive almost surely under 
measure Q; Further more, E [ P � ] = 1 and P � is a P-martingale. Conse-
quently, P � is a Radon-Nikodym derivative process which introduce the measure 
change from Q to Q T . 
Then, directly applying the Girsanov's Theorem, we can proof W j , W^ and 
W J are Q T-Wiener Processes whose correlation coefficients are Pxr, Pxv and Prv. 
To proof the last statement, let S � be the price process of a tradable asset, and 
for 0 < t < u < T, we have 
E Q t [ S ( u ) ^ ] = E Q [ ( S ( u ) / P ( u , T ) ) ( d Q T / d Q ) u | F t ] 
E [P(u,T；r) F t ] = E Q [ ( d Q T / d Q ) u | F t ] ( 2 1 0 ) 
= E Q[S ( u ) D ( 0 , u)lFt] = S ( t ) ( . ) 
= E Q [ P ( u , T ；r)D(0,u)|Ft] = P ( t , T ；r) 
8 
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What's more, 
E [| S � S (0) 
P(t,T； r ) i � P ( 0 , T； r ) 
< + 0 0 (2.11) 
So we can come to the conclusion that { pS^Ulr) ^ [0, T]} is a Q T-martingale 
• 
Under the risk-neutral measure, the price of the CatEPut option Ca(t,x,v,r,l) 
is given by 
Ca(t, x, v, r, l) 
= E Q [ e - 释(K - S(T))+I{L(T)>Lo}|Ft], 
= E Q [ e - r ( s ) d s ( K - S ( T))+ I { L ( T ) > L o } | x ( t ) = x , r ( t ) = r , v ( t )=化 L(t) = l]. 
(2.12) 
Using the forward measure Q T , Ca(t,x,v,r,l) can be expressed as: 
Ca(t, x, v, r, l) = EQ[e- r ( s ) d s ( K - S(T))+I{L(T)>L�} IF 
=P ( t , T； r)E[(K 一 S(T))+I{LCr)>L�} 
Where S(u) := S(u)/P(u, T； r), and by the definition of P(t, T； r) 
S (T) = S(T). 
(2.13) 
have 
The details of deriving Ca(t,x,v,r,l) will be present in the following chap-
ters. 
9 
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P R I C I N G C A T E P U T USING 
"CONDITIONING ON THE 
CATASTROPHIC LOSS"METHOD 
In this chapter we introduce the “conditioning on the loss”method briefly and 
some of its drawbacks. 
Recall that Ca(t, x, r, v, l) = P(t, T； r ) E [ ( K - S(T))+I{L(T)>Lo} | F T 
ditioning on the catastrophic loss observed L(T) — L(t) and using (2.1) 
can be written as: 
S(T) = S(t) exp{—a(L(T) — L(t)) + 7 ( T — t) + Z}, 
where the random variable Z satisfies: 




+ JT [v(u)dWj (u) + dr Br (U,T )dWrT (u)]}d 
(3.2) u, 
and Br(t,T) is defined in (2.6). 
10 
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Then, 
Ca(t, x, r, v, l) = P(t, T； r)EQT [ I { L ( T ) > L O } E Q T [ ( K - S(T))+|L(T)] 
=P ( t , T； r) E + n { ^ ^ - t ) 
X E Q T [ I { L ( T ) > L o } E Q T [ ( K - sS(T))+|L(T)]|Ft, N(T) - N(t) = n]} 
一 • 厂 + � f n ( y ) ( [A(T-t)]" MT-f) 
一 J L o - L ( t ) JL ( y ) { n ! e 
X P (t,T ； r)EQT [(K - S ( t ) e - a y + Y ( T - t ) + Z )+|Ft]}dy (3.3) 
where, f ^ y ) is the density function of L(T) - L(t) when N(T) - N(t) = n 
and in the last equation Can ：= P(t,T； r)EQT [ ( K - ) + | F t ] can 
be viewed as a standard put option, it can be calculated using the characteristic 
function of Z. 
Assume that $(w) = E[e^"^] be the characteristic function. Similar to Carr 
& Madan(1999) result, Can can be expressed by Fourier inverse transform: 
1 f K e ( i " - a o+1 ) ( x - l n P ( t , T； r ) _ « y + 7 ( T - t ) - k ) 
Can = P(t,T； r ) ^ T. ^ TT^ 屯 + ( a �— 1)i)d^. 
2n JR (lu - a�)(iu - a�+ 1) 
(3.4) 
where k = ln K is the log-strike price, and a �> 1 is chosen to make the 
above equation to be integrable. 
Moreover, according to van Haastrecht et al. (2009), $ in the integral part 
can be expressed as: 
+ ( a �- 1)i) = A4ie B ^ 1 v ( t ) +1 C ^ 1 v 2 ( t ) ； (3.5) 
where, 
A4i(u,t) = exp{2 ( i u - a �+ 1)(lu - a � ) V ( t , T) 
+ Jt^[(KVdv + Prv(iu - a � ) a r O v B r ( s , T ) ) B i ( u , s) + 2 a ' 2 ( I 3 f ( u , s) + (Ji(u, s))]ds} 
Bi(u,t) = (^u - a �+ 1)(iu - a � ) [ ( Y 3 - Y 4 e - Y o ( T 二 ; ： ； ； ： 。 + e - Y o ( T , , 
C - i ( u , t ) = ( i u - a �+ 1 ) ( i u - a �) 二 — ： 二 ； 二 , 
V(t,T) = _ [(T - t) + K r e - K r ( T - t ) - 2 i e - 2 K r ( T - t ) - 2 ! ; 
(3.6) 





Yo = - p x v � ( ‘ - a o + 1)] 2 + , 
72 = Yo + [KV + p x v �( i � -a o + 1) 
Pxr ^r Yl-Kv Kr " 
Kr YO 
Pxr^r Y l - P r v ^ r �v ( i ^ - a o ) 
Kr ( Y 0 + K r ) ‘ 
7 i = 7o + [KV - pxv^v ( i �- a o + 1) 
7 一 P x r ^ r Y l + K v KrOv 十Prv ^ r ^ v ( i ^ - ^ o ) 
7 一 KTYO , 
7 一 P x r ^ r Y l + P r v ^ r �( i ^ - ^ o ) 
7 一 Kr ( Y 0 - K r ) , 
7 7 一 ( 7 3 - 7 4 ) 一（75 - 7 6 ) , 
If we define 
一 K e ( i ^ - a o + 1 ) ( x - l n P(t,T；r)+Y(T-t)-k)� 
1 ( i …- a o ) ( i ^ - ao + 1) 丄， 
We have: 
(3.7) 
P(t,T； r)丄 f e - ( i " - a o + 1 ) a y A4 i ( t , ^ ) e B ^ l ( t ' " ) v + 1 Cl(t'^)v2d^. (3.8) 
2 n JR 
The price of the CatEPut option will be: 
Ca(t, x, v, r,/) 一 E+n 2ne - ^ ( T, ( t , T； r) 
P(t , T； r ) 2 n fR D 1(^, Z)A1(t，^)eB^ l ( t '" ) v+^C^ l ( t '" ) v 2d^, 
(3.9) 
with 
D 如 ， 0 A(T - 1 ) e - A ( T - t ) n! Lo-l 
( y ) e - ( i - - a o + 1 ) a y dy. (3.10) 
We can see that DL(^, l) is the only part that is related to the catastrophic 
events and its loss distribution /L �. 
R e m a r k 3.1. When the stochastic volatility case To make |D 1(u,Z)| < + �， 
we require /�十� e ( a o - 1 ) a y / L ( W ) < + � or there exists some 5 > 0 such that 
E[e"] < + �. T h i s assumption on the loss is also used in the following chapters. 
n 
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For many common used type of jump processes, for example, the exponential 
distribution or constant loss, this requirement is satisfied. The above requirement 
also means the jump process should be light tailed. This is a drawback of our 
model, we will try to do modifications in the future to see whether we can cope 
with other type of distributions. 
R e m a r k 3.2. If the volatility is constant v(t)三 G, the result is the same to 
Jamuangal (2006)'s 
If v(t)三 G, Z in (3.1) follows normal distribution with mean and variance 
equals to: 
E [Z |Ft] = 一 2 G 2 ( t ,T) , 
V a r Q T [Z |Ft] = G 2 (t,T); 
(3.11) 
where, 
(t,T) = [G2 + 2pxrGGrBr (s,T) + (GrB�(s,T)]ds 
\T 一 t) + 2Kr pxr 卯 r (T 一 t) 一 Br(t,T)] 一 B2(t,T). 
(3.12) 
Then the price of the CatEPut option in the Jaimungal & Wang (2006)'s case 
can be written as: 
Ca(t, x, r, l) = - t ) J二 fL(y) 
d±(y) 
{KP(t,T； r)N(—d_(y)) 一 e x + Y ( T - t ) - a y N(一d + ( y ) ) } d仏 
x - l n ( K P ( t , T ； r ) ) - a y + 7 ( T — t ) 士 ^ ^ <7 2 ( t ,T) 
(3.13) 
^(t,T) 
where N(.) here is the c.d.f. of the normal distribution. 口 
We can also see that the main difficulty of applying this method is the 
computation complexity of fn(y). And then making it hard to do the integration 
over y to obtain DDi(u, l). 
To calculate Di numerically, a usual way is to use the summation of the first 
N terms D i N to approximate it, where, 
N 
D N ( ^ , l ) = Y . A(T 一 t) e - A ( T - t ) n! f (y)e-(i--ao+1)ay dy. (3.14) 'Lo-l 
2 
K 
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Sometimes, to get accurate result, large N should be used. Since, the com-
putation of D involves the N-th distribution function f ^ (y) which can be 
expressed as: 
^ N — 1 
^y rv-vi 广 … fN (y) = r 广 
Jo Jo 
nUMyj)dyidy2 … d y N 
N 
So if large N is used, it is complex and time consuming to get an accurate 
CatEPut option value. Also, the error | 5 i — | is closely related to the loss 
intensity 入.Because the approximation of D by DiN is using the first N loss 
events to approximate the infinite number of loss events and A(T — t) is the 
average number of the loss events. So when the average loss number is low, 
we can get a satisfactory result by using a relatively small N. The numerical 
experiments in Chapter 5 will show this. 
C H A P T E R 4 
P R I C I N G C A T E P U T USING F O U R I E R 
TRANSFORM 
In this section we will use Fourier transform to price the CatEPut options. This 
technique is based on the PIDE which the price of the option satisfies. We 
first apply a 2-dimensional Fourier transform on the option price (over log asset 
price and the catastrophic loss). After Fourier transform, we just need to solve a 
dimension reduced PDE only involving the partial derivative over the volatility v 
and time t, and then get the final option value through Fourier inverse transform. 
The details will be present in the following paragraphs. 
We apply the Fourier transform directly on the CatEPut option price instead 
of using the characteristic function of y(T) like Carr & Madam (1999) because 
the Fourier transform method can easily transform the PIDE into a solvable 
PDE and using such method can avoid the complexity of computing the n-th 
fold density function � . 
Recall that the price of the CatEPut option Ca(t,x,v,r,l) = 
P(t,T； r)E[(K - sS(T))+I{L(T)>Lo}|Ft]，where _ = . Define y(u)= 
l n S ( u ) , we have for u G (t, T 
dy(u) = [Y - 1 (v 2(u) + 2pxr Or Br (u,T )v(u) + GI B2(u,T ))]du 
+ [v(u)dWj (u) + Or Br (u,T )dW r T (u)] - adL(u), 
dv(u) = (Kv9v - prvorovBr(u,T) - Kv (u))du + ovdWT(u)； 
15 
(4.1) 
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And 
y(t) = ln S(t) - ln P(t,T； r), 
v(t) = v; 
(4.2) 
So the price of the CatEPut option can be expressed as: 
Ca(t, x, v, r, l) = P(t, T； r)g(t, y, v, l); 
(4.3) 
g(t,y,v,l) = E [ ( K - e y ( T ) ) + I { L ( T ) > L o } | F t ] . 
where y = x - ln P(t, T； r). 
Therefore, when we have g(t, y, v, l), Ca(t，:L，r，~v，l) can be obtained. 
According to the Feynman-Kac (F-K) Theorem, g satisfies the following 
PIDE, 
gt + [Y - 2 ( v 2 + 2pxr Or B ( t , T )v + O^B2 ( t , T ) ) ] g y + (KV - prv Or 〜 B ( t , T) - Kv v)gv 
+2[(” 2 ( t ) + 2pxxr Or B(t,T )v(t) + o^^rB\t,T ))gyy + 2(pxv Ov v + Prv � �B ( t , T ))gyv + olgv 
+A / [g(t, y - az,v,l + z; T) - g(t, y, v, l; T )]fL(z)dz = 0; 
Jo 
g(T,y,v,l; T) = (K - e y ) + I { I > L o } 
(4.4) 
By applying Fourier transform to both sides of the above equation over the 
parameters y and l, we can obtain Ca(t, x, r, v, l) by the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 4.1. g(t,y,v,l) = E [ ( K - e y ( T ) ) + I { L ( T ) > L O } | F T ] can be given by: 
g(t,y,v,l； T) 4n r e 
-i^y-i^il F(t, �i ) d �d �( 4 . 5 ) 
and F(t,^,^i) is defined as 
1 
F(t, 的）=A[(t, ^)dL(t, 的)exp{iB(t, — + 2(7(t, ^)v r }; (4.6) 
where, A, B , (J and dL(t,(^,(^i) in (4.6) can be expressed as: 
CJ(t,u) u i u r ( e r c 0 ( t
-
T ) u i - e r c o ( t - T ) u 2 ) 
( U 2 e 2 c o ( t - r ) u i 一 Uie2co(t-T)U2 ) 
(4.7) 
1 
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B3(t,^) = X yi (1 - e z i ( t - T ) ) 
Z i u i e z 2 ( t — T ) - U 2 e z i ( t — T )， (4.8) 
r-T 
A4(t,w) = A(T，£ )^exp{/ [ao + 6�B(s，£^ ) + coC7(s,w) + coB(s，uf ]ds}；； (4.9) 
dL(t,U,Ui) i u 1 - a 2 exp[aL(w，wi)(T - t) + (iui - a2)Lo (4.10) 
A 4 ( T ，— = - ( i . + a i ) ( i . + a i + 1 ) . 
ao(t, w) = i Or 2B 2(t,T )[(iw + a i ) 2 + (i, w + a i ) ] -
aL (w, w i ) = A r [ e z [ a ( i w + a i ) _ ( i w i _ a 2 ) ] 一 A J R+ [ e 1]fL(z)dz, 
ai(t, w) = P x r Or B ( t , T ) [ ( i w + a i ) 2 + ( iw + a i ) ] , 
a2(w) = 2 [(iw + a i ) 2 + (iw + a i ) ] , 
bo(t,w) = K v Ov - Prv Or Ov B(t, T )(iw + a i + 1), 
bi(w) = - K v - Pxv Ov (iw + a i ) , 
c o 一 2 O v ； 
(4.11) 
一bl^^J b'^—4a2Co 
2 c o , 
2C0 ,  
- { [ ( i ^ + a i ) 2 + + a i ) ] -
{ [ ( i ^ + a i ) 2 + + a i ) 
{ '-xK^ [ ( i ^ + a i ) 2 + + a i ) K r 
" ( i w + a i + 1 ) - KvOv]}«2, 
"(iw + a i + 1) - Kv Ov ]}mi, 
- ( i w + a i + 1 ) } « 2 , 
(iw + a i + 1)}ui, = - { [ ( i w + a i ) 2 + (iw + a i ) ]-
=2coMi + 6i = o ^ M i - Kv - Pxv Ov ( i w + a i ) , 
z 2 = 2c0M2 + 6 1 = o 2M 2 - Kv - p x v o v ( iw + a i ) , 
Z3 = 2CoMi + 6i + Kr = O^Mi - Kv - Pxv Ov ( i w + a i ) + Kr, 
Z4 = 2CoM2 + b i + Kr = - Kv - Pxv Ov ( i w + a i ) + Kr ； 
(4.12) 
1 
a , a 
i 
a , a 
2 
a , a 
i 
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R e m a r k 4.2. Similar to Carr and Madan (1999), ai,a2 > 0 are chosen to make 
F integrable. The choice of ai,a2 and the proof of the integrability of F will be 
present in Appendix B. 
Proof 1. (1)First, we apply Fourier transform on g to see what condition it 
should satisfy. 
Let F ( t , � , � 1)be the Fourier transform of g(t,y,l,v), 
F = F [ e a i y - a 2 1 g(t,y,l,v) 
=e胃+仙izeaiy-a2lg(t, y,l,v)dydl (4.13) 
Assume that F ( t , � , �i ) is absolutely integrable and can be expressed in the form 
F(t, ^ i) = A(力,^ i ) exp[B(力,^)v + - ( J ( t , u] (4.14) 
We then plug-in F(t, u, ui) into (4.4) to see what condition Ji, B and (J should 
satisfy. The integrability of F will then be proved after solving Ji, B and (J. 
If the above assumption holds, we will have: 
g(t,y,v,l; T ) 4n 2 
- a i y + a 2 l e-明-_ F (t,u,ui)dudui. (4.15) 
Moreover, the derivatives of g can be expressed as: 
dg 




⑴ J 一 ⑴ 
+ ⑴ 
- — ) “ — ) z dF ( t . u , u i ) d u d u i 
dt 
e — (i(^+ai)y—(i(^i—a2)l A te B 1 + (Btv + 2 (Jtv2)AeB d u d u i , 
dg = 丄 
d v = 4 ^ 2 
4 ^ 2 
, — ( i ^ + a i ) y — ( i ^ i — a 2 ) 1 d F ( t , u s , u i ) 
-⑴ J 一 ⑴ 
作 + ⑴ ⑴ 
dv dudu1 
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Other partial derivatives are similar. 
A g(t, y — az ,v,l + z; T )fL(z)dz 
A 一 � � 1 � e - ( i ^ + a i ) ( y - a z ) - ( i ^ 1 - a 2 ) ( l + z ) j i e B 1 C fL(z)dzdudui 
J—⑵ J—⑵ J 0 
一 4 a 2 1' I + « i ) y - ( i ^ i - « 2 ) l ^ e ( ( i " + « i ) « - ( i ^ i - « 2 ) ) z f L ( z ) d z ] j i e B v + 2 C d ^ d ^ ^ 
J一⑴ J一⑴ J 0 
Then, plug-in the above g's derivatives into the (4.4), we will have 
4 n 2 
I c J e - ( i w + a i ) y - ( i w i - a 2 ) l g B i ev2 {[A + (Btv + 2 c v 
+ [Y — 2 (v 2 + 2pxr dr B (t,T )v + a2^B 2(t,T))][—(iw + a i ) A 
+ (Kv 9v — prv dr dv B(t,T) — Kv v)(B + (J v)A 
+ 2(v 2 ( t ) + 2pxrdrB(t , T)<t) + drrB^\t,T))(iw + a i ) 2 A 
+ (pxvdv  + prvdvdrB(t, T))[—(iw + a i ) ( B + (Jv)A 
广 + � 
e ( ( i " + a i ) « - ( i " i - « 2 ) ) z fL(z)dz]A}dwdwi + i �2 ( A + [A 
(4.16) 
it can be written as: 
-1 r十⑴ r十⑴ _ _ 
— e-(i^+ai)y-(i^i-a2)l^eBv+！Cv2Qdwdwi 一 0, 
4 n 2人⑵人⑵ 
n Af + (ao + aL + boB + CoB2 + Co(7) 
+ [Bt + (ai + bo (7) + (bi + 2co(J)B 
+ i ( J t + a2 + bi (D + Co(D2  
and when t 一 T, the boundary condition is: 
F(T, w, w i ) 一 J : f : e 胃 十 ( K — ey)十I{i>Lo}dydl 
一 _ e x p [ ( i ^十 i十 a i ) f c十 ( i ^ i - a 2 ) L o ] (4.17) 
H隱，A(T，w，wi)e嗽—十1 e ( T - ) v 2 一 — e g 十 a 二 二 二 1. 
(2)Then, considering the boundary condition and the expression of n , we can see 
i 
0 
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that if JA, B, (J satisfy the following ODEs, g is the solution to (4-4)-
AAt + A(ao + aL + boB + coB2 + co(7) = 0, 
Bt + ( a i + bo(J) + (bi + 2co JOB = 0, 
1 (Jt + a2 + b i (7 + co(7 2 = 0, 
A(T r ) ^ ) = — e x p [ ( i ^ + 1 + « i ) f c + ( i ^ i - « 2 ) L o ] 
A ( T , r i ) = ( i w + a i ) ( i w + a i + 1 ) ( i w i - « 2 ) , 
B ( T , U ) = 0 , 
(J(T,r) = 0； 
(I)To solve the ODEs (4-18), we begin from (J. Since, 
1 






u i , 2 
(Jt = - 2 c o ( ( J - ui)((J - u2)； 
(J (T, r ) = 0； 
d ln - M i -2 c o ( u i - u2)dt； 
( J ( T , r ) = 0； 
(J(t,r) u i u 2 ( e
- 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - e - 2 c o ( t - T ) u 2 ) 
(u 2 e - 2 co ( t - T ) « i - u ie- 2co ( t- T )«2): 
bi士�Cr^^2^ are the solutions of 





(II) When it comes to B(t, r), 
Bt + ( a i + bo(J) + (bi + 2co (OB = 0, 
B ( T , U ) = 0 . 
then B can be written as 
B{t , r ) = [ai + bo(7(s , r ) ]e f t S ( b i + 2 c o C ^ ( u ' " ) ) d u ds + B(T，rr)， (4.24) 
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Define D(t；； u) = u i e 2 c o ( t - T ) u 2 - U2e2co(t-T)ui, C7(t,u) can be expressed as 
(C(t,u) 1 dDD 2c�DD ~dt'' (4.25) 
,/ts(6i+2coC;(«,w))d« = ebi(s-t) D ( s , u ) 
e = e w u ‘ (4.26) 
B(t,u) 
or, 
D—gy / t T [ a i + 辑s, u)]D(s,u)eblsds, 
e - D 1 ! ^ [ / t T a i ( u i e ( 2 c o u 2 + b i ) ( s - T ) - ue(2co«i+bi)(s-T))ds 
+ / t T 6 � ui U 2 ( e ( 2 c o u i + b i ) ( s - T ) - e ( 2 c o - 2 + b i ) ( s - T ) ) d s 
‘ (1 - e z i ( t - T ) ) 
(4.27) 
B(t,u} = J2 y i  Zi u i e Z 2 ( s - T ) - U2ezi(t-T) 
where, 
yi = -{^xrf- [(iu + a i ) 2 + ( u + ai)] 
y2 = { [ ( i u + a i ) 2 + ( u + ai)] 
y3 = {^xrr^ [(iu + a i ) 2 +(i u + ai)] 
y4 = { p x r �r [ ( i u 
L Kr LV + a i )
2 +(i u + ai)] 
Zi = 2 c � u i + hi = i - K v -
Z2 = 2 c � u 2 + hi = 2 - K v -
Z3 = 2 c � u i + hi + K r = i - Kv -
Z4 = 2 c � u 2 + hi + Kr = 2 - Kv -
(iu + a i + 1) - KvOv]}u2 
(iu + a i + 1) - KvOv]}ui； 
^ ^ ^ (iu + a i + 1)}u2； 
( i u + a i + 1)}ui； 
Kr 
rv ^v ^r 
(4.28) 
(III) Finally, we solve A(t, u, u i ) , 
At + A ( a �+ aL + b�B + c�B2 + c�C7) = 0 ~ ~ f T _ 
ji(t,u,ui) = ji(T,u,ui)exp{ / [ a �+ aL + h�B(s,u) + c�(C'(s,u) + c� i?(s ,u)2 ]ds}, 




xv^ v r 
xv v r 
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To separate out the part containing we define A4(t, 1^) 一 
dL(力,w,幼)A(力,…and 
d L ( t , ^ , ^ 1 ) 一 i ^ l Z O  
A
(力 , …一 一 ( i y + a : l ) ( L + a : l + 1 ) e x p { ( i ^ + 1 + a 1 ) k (4.30) 
+ jt [ao + 6oB?(s,^) + CoC7(s,^) + coi?(s ,^) 2 ]ds} 
Since the expression of A involves the integration over B and BB2, there 
will be a Gaussian hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b, c; z) 一 E十二 ⑷(:)(:)n ZnT in 
A4. According to Press and Flannery (1992), it is more efficient to numerically 
integrate (4.29) to evaluate A[(力 
Finally, we have 
Ca( t ,x , r ,v , / ) 一 P(t,T； r ) ‘ 2 e - ( i ^+ a l ) ( x - l nP(力,T;r))-(仙 1 - a 2 ) l F ) d u d 的 ， 
F(t,^,^1) 一 dL(力的)A(力,(力，—十2 C^ ( t ' - ) v 2； 
C a ( t , x , r , v , /) 一 P ( t , T； r ) J r e - ( i " + a l ) ( x - l n P ( t， T ; r ) ) D L (力 , … , 咖 , ^ ) e B ' ( t ， " ) v + l C ' ( t， " ) v 2 d ^ , 
DL(t,^,/) 一 2 1 J r e - ( i ^ l - a 2 ) l d L ( t , ^ , ^ 1 ) d ^ 1； 
To complete the proof, we also need to show that we can choose proper a1, a2 
such that F 一 A e B v + 2 C with A , B and (C in the above expressions are absolutely 
integrable. The chosen of a1 and a2 and the proof of integrability will be present 
in Appendix B. 
Corol lary 4.3. The result of our work can be reduced to Jamuangal and Wang 
(2006)'s case in equation (3.13). 
In Jaimungal and Wang (2006)'s model, the CatEPut option is priced under 
stochastic interest rate and constant volatility, or v(t)三 o 
On the other hand, we can set vo 一 o, Kv 一 0 and Ov 一 0 in our case to 
reach the constant volatility. 
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Then, 
(D= (T 一 t)(iu + ai)(iu + a i + 1), 
B = p x e [ ( T 一 t) 一 Kr + ](i^ + a i ) ( i ^ + a i + 1) 
A4= i) exp{ —(i^ + a i )7 (T 一 t) 
+ — + a i ) — + a i + 1 ) [ ( T 一 t ) 一 K(1 一 e K r ( t - T ) ) + ( 1 一 e 2 K r ( t - T ) ) ] } 
dL(t, ^ i) 二 如 i — a 2 i ^ r exp[A(T 一 t) [ e z [ a ( i - + a i ) - ( i - 1 - a 2 ) l 一 1]fL(z)dz + (i^i 一 a2)io 
What's more, DL(t, u, l) = ^^ f R e - ( i ^ 1 - a 2 ) l d L ( t , u, ui)dui can be write as, 
1 
D L(t,u,l)= 一 •exp{(iui 一 a2)(Lo 一 l) 一 A(T 一 t)} jR 2n(iui 一 a2) 
exp{A(T 一 t) J0+~ e [ a ( i " + a i ) - ( i " 1 - a 2 ) l z fL(z)dz}dui 
1 
2n(iui 一 a 2 ) 
� ( i w 1 _ a 2 ) ( L o -l)-X(T-t) V  [ A ( T 一 t ) 
乙 n! 
X [/广 e [ a ( i " + a 1 ) - ( i " 1 - a 2 ) l z fL(z)dz]ndui 
[ _ L _ 
/r 2n(iui 一 a2) 
e (iu1-a2)(Lo-l)-X(T-t) {1 + I A(T 一 t) n! 
广 J o +⑵• • • 广 n n = i e [ a ( i - + a 1 ) - ( i - 1 - a 2 ) l Z k fL(z)dzidz2 • • • dzn]}du 
^(i^1-a2)(Lo-l)-X(T-t) 
X 
R 2n ( i u i 一 a 2 ) 
…A(T 一 t) {1 + E n! e [ a ( i " + a 1 ) - ( i " 1 - a 2 ) ] z f n (z)dz]}dui 
e - ^ ( T - T ) I { i > L 0 } + e ] ( T - t ) 1 [ A ( T ^ t ) ] “ f � e a ( i " + a 1 ) z f2(z) [ e(叫,)( L “ - Z )d(uidz 
e - ^ ( T - T ) I { i > L o } + e - ^ ( T - t ) [ 
n! o 
A(T 一 t)“ 
n! ea(i"+a1)z fr(z)I{z>Lo-i} dz 
So if l < LQ, we have 
D L(t ,u,l) = e -入 ( T - t ) + 5 [A(T 一 t) 乙 n! e a ( i " + a 1 ) z f2(z )dz; 'Lo-l 
Where f^z) defined as fL(z) = f P r ( l i + l 2 … < z) is the n-th fold 
function of f L ( x ) . 
2 ‘ … ( x - M ) And if we define f 2 (y ) = e a M e - 2 2^ dx, The Fourier transfer of /2 can 
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F M = /R J: - M )
2 dxdy 
= J r J : e(i"+a)y-^^-"2 dydx 
= I r i ^ e ( - 沖 - ^ d 
= 恶 e x p { ( i ^ + a)r + + a)} 
So doing inverse on F 
• � f r ( y ) 1 ^ - i ^ y O . — (iu + a) + ^( iu + a)}d^ iu + a 2 
or 
N ( “ ) 2 
1 (x-M)2 
e 2 �2 dx n 2 n ( i J + a) e x p { \ ( i u + a ) r + (" - y ) ( i u + a ) } d u 
In conclusion, if the volatility is constant, v = O and the loss l < LQ, then 
the price of the CatEput options Ca(t , r , x,v,l)can be write as 
Ca(t, r, x, v, l) = P(t, T； r)g(t, y, v, l); 
where g(t, y, v, l; T) = 
n= and h(z) is defined as 
A ( T
 -
 t ) ] n 一 - M T - t ) 
n! 
厂十⑴ 
J L O - 1 
h(z)fn(z)dz, 
h ( z ) = I R 十二：十二 r ) e x p { ( i u + a i ) ( i u + a i + 1 ) 学 } d u 
= K I R ^ ^ exp{(iu + a i ) r f + (iu + ai)(k - y - y ( T - t) - az + f )}du 
y + Y ( T p { ( i u + a i + 1 ) r U + (iu + a i + 1)(k - y - y(T - t) + az - f )}d< - exp 
R rn(iw+ai十i) 
KN(di) - e y + Y ( T - t ) + a z N ( d r ) 
u 
Where 
Ui = (T - t )v r + 2 ^ ^ [(T - t) - KL (1 - eKr(t-T)) 
+ • [(T - t ) -念 (1 - e K r ( t - T ) ) + 丄(1 - e r K r ( t - T ) ) (4.31) 
and di^ r fe-y-7(T-t)十 a z 士 Ui 
e 
y 
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Finally, plug-in y = x - ln P(t , T； r) we can find the value of the CatEPut 
option which is identical to the result in (3.13). 
To summary this chapter, we use the Fourier transform to derive the price of 
the CatEPut options. The main idea of our method is to apply a 2-dimensional 
Fourier Transform on both sides of (4.4). By guessing the form of the solution 
to the PDE, we are able to write the price of the CatEPut option explicitly in 
terms of Fourier inverse transform. 
C H A P T E R 5 
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
5.1. T h e F F T a lgo r i t hm 
Since in the expression of the CatEPut options g(t, x,v, l) involves Fourier inte-
gral parts, it is more efficient to compute it via a two-dimensional fast Fourier 
transform. 
The algorithm of FFT is like this, 
consider 
y = [- f + (i - 1)]Ay, 
I j = ( j - 棋 
rp =[—警 + (p - 1)]Ar, 
r i q =[-警 + (q - 1)]Ari； 
where Ni = 2 n i , N 2 = 2 n ’ A r A y =箫 , A r i A l = N . 
then 
-1 p十⑴ p十⑴ 
gij ：= g(t,y”h,v) = e - a i y i + a 2 l W F(t,r,ri)drdri 
4 n J - ⑴ J - ⑴ 
can be approximated by 
1 Ni N2 
gjj « e - a i y i + a 2 l j Y ^ e-擎-科q F (t,up,uiq ) A r A r i； 
n p = i q = i 
2 n 2 n 
Define Wi = e-Ni, W2 = e - � ,t h e above equation is equivalent to 
26 
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Ni N' 
gij « e _ a i y i + a 2]>](-1 ) i + j + p + i W i ( i _ i ) ( p _ i ) W 2 ( j _ i ) ( q _ i ) F ( t , w p , w i q ) A w A w i； 
If we defi 
P(t,T； r)gij 
( - 1 ) p F (t,wp,w 
We have 
ne Xi = yi + ln(P(t,T； r)) , f j = f(t,Xi,lj,r,v； T) 
d additionally 乂^  = ( -1) i + j + i P(t ,T； r ) e _ a i y i + a 2 l j , Bpq 
)AwAwi 
Where Wi = e_ 可 and Wi = e_ 
5.2. T h e impac t of t h e s tochas t ic in te res t r a t e 
a n d t h e s tochas t ic volat i l i ty 
Much literatures stated that the stochastic volatility model can better capture 
some of the important empirical features such as the implied volatility smile in 
option pricing. Therefore, it is sensible to consider a stochastic volatility case. 
And the following numerical example shows that the stochastic volatility do make 
a difference. 
Consider two kinds of model, one assumes the volatility is constant, or v(t)三 
O. 
Define Casv be the price of the CatEPut options in stochastic volatility 
model and Cacv be the price of CatEPut option in constant volatility case. 
Additionally, we assume the loss process follow an exponential distribution 
厂+⑴ Aa 
fL(z) = ne_ n z . So we have 7 = A / (1 - e_ a z ) /L(z)dz = . and denote 
Jo a + n T = T - t. Then compare with the price in the SISV (Stochastic Interest rate & Stochas-
tic Volatility) 
Volatility) case 
ase Casv with the SICV (Stochastic Interest rate & Constant 
Cacv. 
( P _ i ) W 2 ( j _ i ) ( q _ i ) Bpq ； 
N i N ' 
= E E W f i j A 
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The following graphes show that the values of Casv and Caev over different 
S, K and the premium of the stochastic volatility Casv — Caev is also examined. 
Figure 5.1: CatEPut value with SICV 
The strike price K ranges from 0 to 45 and the initial stock price changes 
from St 一 0 to St 一 50. In addition, the other parameters in the above numerical 
experiments are chosen as r(t) 一 0.05, v(t) 一 0.10, L(t) 一 7 ,T — t 一 3, Lo 一 
10, n 一 2, A 一 1, a 一 0.3, Kr 一 0.5, dr 一 0.2, 9r 一 Q.l,pxr 一 0.2, pxv 一 0.2, prv 一 
0.2, for SICV case, the volatility is set to be d 三 0.1, in our model to obtain the 
constant volatility, we just need to set v(t) 一 d, dv 一 0 and Kv 一 0. For the SISV 
case dv 一 0.5, Ov 一 0.1, Kv 一 1. What's more, a i 一 0.08, a2 一 0.2. 
We can see from the above numerical experiment, the stochastic volatility 
does make a difference, it can make a maximum difference of 10% to the price of 
the CatEPut options compare to the constant volatility case. Just considering 
the constant volatility case is somehow insufficient. 
To learn more about the impacts of the stochastic interest rate and the stochastic 
volatility, we continue to examine the effects of the parameters. In the following 
examples, we assume that the catastrophic loss follows exponential distribution 
with n 一 2. 
Figure 5.3: The premium of the SV 
Figure 5.2: CatEPut value with SISV 
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We first consider the impacts of introducing the stochastic interest rate 
model to the pricing of the CatEPut options. In the Vasicek (1977) stochastic 
interest rate we use, there are two parameters Kr and Or controlling the mean-
reverting speed and the volatility of the interest rate process respectively. By 
comparing the values of the CatEPut options under different parameters, we find 
that the value can be quite different under different parameters. 
Figure 5.4 shows the values of the CatEPut option under different Or. Pa-
rameters used are a = 0.3, A = 1,Ov = 1, Kr = 0.5, Kv = 1,6^ = 0 . 1 , = 
0.1,T - t = 3,r(t) = 0.05, v(t) = 0.1, L(t) = 6 , p x v = 0 .2 ,p x r = 0 .2 ,p r v = 
0.2, K = 20, T - t = 3 , Lo = 10 ,ai = 0.1 and a2 = 0.2. 
We can see that if other parameters are the same, when Or increases, the 
CatEPut option values increase. The option value at Or = 0.25 can be about 
10% greater than the price at deterministic interest rate case or when Or = 0. 
The value can be about 50% larger when Or = 0.5 compare to the Or = 0 case. 
This makes sense because the short term rate process follows an mean-reverting 
process, when we fix other parameters unchanged, the increase of Or will increase 
the variance of r, while the mean of r remains the same. The increase in interest 
risk will cause an increase in option price. 
By comparing the option value under different mean-reverting factor Kr, we 
can find the increasing of Kr will decrease the value of the CatEPut option. In the 
following examples, we use the parameters a = 0.3, A = 1, Ov = 1, Or = 0.2, 6r = 
0.1,6v = 0.1, T - t = 3,r(t) = 0.05, v(t) = 0.1, L(t) = 7, Kv = 1,pxv = 0.2, p^r = 
0.2, prv = 0.2, K = 20 and Lo = 10. What's more, a i = 0.1 and a2 = 0.2. We 
range Kr from 0.5 to 2, the result shows that when Kr doubles, the option value 
decrease about 5%. This makes sense because when the mean-reverting factor Kr 
increases, the interest rate goes to the long-term value r � faster. This makes the 
option value goes nearer to the value when the interest rate r(t)三 r⑴.Figure 
5.5 shows the impact of the mean-reverting factor Kr. 
Also we conduct numerical experiments to show the effect of the stochastic 
volatility, we find that the parameter Ov (the volatility of the stochastic volatility 
Figure 5.4: CatEPut value with different Or 
Figure 5.5: CatEPut value with different Kr 
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Figure 5.6: CatEPut value with different dv 
To show the effect of the mean-reverting factor of the stochastic volatility 
process, we range Kv from 0.5 to 2 and set other parameters as a 一 0.3, A 一 
1 , d r 一 0 . 2 ,〜一 0.5, Kr 一 0.5, Or 一 0.1, Ov 一 0.1, T — t 一 3 , r ( t ) 一 0.05, v(t) 一 
0.1; L(t) 一 6,pxv 一 0.2, pxr 一 Q.2,prv 一 0.2, K 一 20 , Lo 一 10, a i 一 0.08 
and a2 一 0.2. From Figure 5.7, we can see apparent difference between the 
option values, though not as large as the previous examples. And the values 
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process) and the mean reverting factor of the stochastic volatility Kv can influ-
ence the values of the CatEPut options. Figure 5.6 shows the impact of dv. 
Parameters used are a 一 0.3, A 一 1, dv 一 1, Kr 一 0.5, Or 一 0.1, Ov 一 0.1, T — t 一 
3 , r ( t ) 一 0.05, v(t) 一 0.1, L(t) 一 6,K V 一 l,pxv 一 ^ .2 ,pxr 一 ^ .2 ,prv 一 0.2, K 一 20 
, Lo 一 10 and ai 一 0.08 and a2 一 0.2. 
We can see from the figure that, when dv increases from 0.5 to 2, the values of 
the CatEPut options also increase. And the differences between the option values 
goes larger when the asset price S(t) increases. Since dv controls the variance 
of the stochastic volatility process v(t). The increasing of dv will increase the 
variance of v(t) and also increase the variance of the asset price process S(t). 
The increasing volatility risk then increase the values of the CatEPut options. 
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Figure 5.7: CatEPut value with different Kv 
Our model of the CatEPut options also enable us to evaluate the price under 
different correlation Pxr, Pxv and Prv. The following examples show the impacts 
of the correlations. 
We first look at the correlation between the asset price process S(t) and the 
short rate process r(t). We set a = 0.3, A = 1, Or = 0.2, Ov = 0.5, Kr = 0.5, 9r = 
0.1, Ov = 0.1, T - t = 3,r(t) = 0.05, v(t) = 0.1; L(t) = 6 ,K = 20 , Lo = 10 , 
a i = 0.1 and a2 = 0.2. Additionally, we choose different values of pxr and set 
the other two correlations Pxv = 0 and Prv = 0. The results are shown in Figure 
5.8 and Figure 5.9, the latter one is a zoom in case. The prices of the CatEPut 
options increase as Pxr increases. But the difference in option value caused by 
different pxr is not as significant as that in previous examples. ( The reason is if 
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of the CatEPut options decrease when Kv increase. Recall that in Chapter 2, 
we have that when conditioning on v(t) the volatility v(T) is normal with mean 
Ov + (v(t) - Ov)e—Kv(T—t) and variance b2 2K _ e — 2 K v (T— :(1 - e t ) ) . In this case 
a = Ov = 0.1 and b2 is a decreasing function of Kv, b2 decreases from O 2 (T - 1 ) to 
0 when Kv increases from 0 to infinity. So similar to the analysis in the Ov case, 
we can explain the decreasing of option value when Kv increase. 
a a 
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Figure 5.8: CatEPut value with different Px 
Then for the correlation between the asset price process S(t) and the volatil-
ity v(t). We use a = 0.3, A = 1, Ov = 6, Or = 0.2, Kr = 0.5, Kv = 2, Or = 0.1, Ov = 
0.1, r(t) = 0.05, v(t) = 1,L(t) = 7 ,K = 1 5 ,Lo = 10, a i = 0.1 and a2 = 0.2. 
The other two correlations Pxv and P r v are fixed to be 0. Figure 5.10 shows the 
values of the CatEPut options when we choose Pxv = -0 .5 , 0 and 1. Similar to 
the case of the correlation Pxr, we find that larger P卿 introduce larger value of 
the CatEPut options. 
And in the case when the only the short rate process and the stochastic 
volatility are correlated, we also find the CatEPut option values increase when 
the correlation Prv increase. See Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12. Parameters used 
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the asset price is strongly negatively correlated to interest rates, and asset prices 
are increasing, the option is moving deeper out-of-the-money and simultaneously 
the interest rates are decreasing, which increases the value of the option. On the 
other hand, as asset prices drop, and therefore the option is moving deeper in-
the-money, interest rates increase (due to correlations being negative) and the 
value of the option decrease. These competing factors tend to smoothen out the 
prices as P changes.) 
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Figure 5.9: CatEPut value with different p^ 
Figure 5.10: CatEPut value with different p^ 
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Figure 5.11: CatEPut value with different prv 
5.3. T h e a d v a n t a g e of t h e Four ier t r a n s f o r m 
m e t h o d 
In the Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we present two methods to price the CatEPut 
option with stochastic interest rate and stochastic volatility. In the first method, 
we extend Cox el al.(2004) and Jaimungal & Wang (2006)'s conditioning on the 
number of catastrophic events to the stochastic volatility case. We need to calcu-
late an infinite sum of standard put options, and calculating each put options we 
need to do a one-dimensional inverse Fourier transform. In the second method, 
we apply a two-dimensional Fourier transform on the price of the CatEPut op-
tion, and calculate the price by a 2-D inverse Fourier transform. 
Recall that in the first method, the price of the CatEPut option fi(t,x,v,r,l) 
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a 0.3, A = 2, Gv = 1, Gr 0.25, Kr 0.5, Kv = Mr = 0.1, 0v = 0.1, T 一 t 
3,r(t) = 0.05, v(t) = 0.1, L(t) = 8 , K = 30; , LQ = 10, a i = 0.1 and a2 = 0.2. 
( l " > : v l ) e o 
Figure 5.12: CatEPut value with different prv 
can be expressed as: 
C a ( 1 ) ( t , x , v , r , /) 一 P ( t , T； r ) ^ ^ f : D L( ^; L o - 0 A 1 (力,^)e B ^ l ( t，^ ) +lCl (t，^ ) d^ , 
D L ( ^ ； L o - /) 一 E + N J ^ ^ ^ n ^ e - A ( T - t ) f二 e - ( i - - a o + 1 ) a y / n ( y ) d y , 
a o > 1 and ^41,1?1,(71 are defined in (3.6) 
And in the PDE method, the price / 2 ( t , x, v, r, /), 
C a ( 2 ) (t, x, v, r, /) 一 P(t , T； r )^^ f R e - ( i " 十 a l ) ( x - l n P ( t ， T _ L ( t , /)A4(t, ^ ) e B ^ ( t，" ) v+2 C^ ( t，" ) v 2 d ^ , 
^ L ( t , ^ , / ) 一 f R e - ( i " l - a 2 ) l dL(t,^,^1)d^1； 
一 J R 2 n ( i . l - « 2 ) e x p { ( i ^ 1 - a2) (Lo - /) + A(T - t)[fR+ e ( a a l + a 2 丄 ) y 磁 d y - 1 ] } d ^ 1 
Note that A,B, (7 and A 1 , B 1 , C 1 are quite similar in expression, though 
not exactly the same. The main difference of computing C a ( 1 ) and C a ( 2 ) is 
because of the difference between DL with DL. The following examples show 
the computational time of C a ( 1 ) and C a ( 2 ) under different types of jump process 
/L (y ) . 
(1) If the size of each catastrophic loss is constant k 三 / �, 
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DL = E 
n = [ ] + i 
D L = IR i 2 兀( iwi-a�） 
A ( T t ) ] e-M(T-t)-(i"-ao+i)anlo j e , n! 
cp{(iui - a 2 ) ( L �- l) + A(T - t) , 1 �( a a i + a g - i w a - i w i ) _ }dui 
(5.1) 
(2) If the single loss li follows exponential distribution, /L(W) = ” e - n . Then 







= L 1 An(T - 1 ) 
D L = I R 
k!n! n - a ( a �- 1 - iu) 
( n - a ( a o - i - i w ) ) ( L o - 1 ) - A ( T - t ) 
i 
(n - a ( a �- 1 - i u ) ) ( L �- l) 
exp{(iui - a 2 ) ( L �- l) + 入(T - t) n - ( a a l + a 2 + i " a — i " i ) }dui 
(5.2) 
(3)More generally, if the loss li follows a Gamma Distribution li �r ( k , n) 




 = L 1 
have Ln 
An(T - 1 ) 
聯， n ) /n(y) = n e 
j！n! n - a ( a �- 1 - iu) 
n k (n - a ( a �- 1 - i u ) ) ( L �- l) 
e-(n-a(ao-i-i"))(Lo-l)-\(T-t) 
DL = JR exp{(iui - a 2 ) ( L �- l ) + X(T - t ) [ ( - -�巧一(aai+ag+iwa-iwi) ) k - 1]}dui 
(5.3) 
Consider the above three types of loss process and assume the parameters 
as followings: The initial value x(t) = 1, r(t) = 0.05, v(t) = 0.1 and l(t) = 1； 
Parameters of the dynamics a = 0.3, Ov = 0.1, Or = 0.1, Kv = 1, Kr = 1, Or = 
0.1, Ov = 0.1, pxv = 0.5, prv = 0.2 and pxr = 0.2； Additionally, assume that 
T - t = 4, the strike K = 25 and loss trigger L �= 3； What's more, for the 
purpose of integrability a �= 1.3, a i = 0.3 and a2 = 0.2. 
Choose A = 2, 4, 6, let the result of Monte Carol simulation as a benchmark 
and adjust the number of nodes 2 n f used in FFT and number of terms Ni used 
k n 
j 
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to approximate the infinity sum such that result of the both method can correct 
to the 4-th decimal places. Denote tcL be the computational time of using 
the conditioning on the loss method and tpT be the computational time of the 
Fourier transform method. 
(1) the case when li 三 0.3, 
Ta ble 5.1: Computational time w hen li 三 lo 
Price of the CatEPut option tcL tpT 
A = 2 11.0526 3.08s 3.37s 
A = 4 15.8460 3.21s 3.34s 
A = 6 15.8905 3.31s 3.34s 
(2) li follows exponential distribution with n = 2 
Table 5.2: Computational time when li �E耶oneniiaZ(巧) 
Price of the CatEPut option tcL tFT 
A = 2 13.8050 4.59s 2.83s 
A = 4 15.9139 6.70s 2.89s 
A = 6 15.9916 9.02s 2.84s 
(3)li 〜r(fc, i ) with k = 3,n = 2 
Table 5.3: Computational time when li 〜r(k, n) 
Price of the CatEPut option tcL tFT 
A = 2 15.8177 6.46s 3.34s 
A = 4 16.1572 11.17s 3.24s 
A = 6 16.3891 18.16s 3.30s 
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We can see from the above tables that the computational time of using the 
Fourier transform does not change much on different type of loss distribution 
and different A. When we use the Fourier transform, the price is calculated via 
numerical integration, different loss distribution /L(W) and Poisson intensity A 
will not make the integration more complex. The computational time is relatively 
stable compare to the conditioning on loss number method. 
Additionally, for some simple distribution of li, for example li 三如，the two 
methods does not show much difference in computational time. And when the 
complexity of the loss distribution increases, he Fourier transform is in advantage. 
Maybe this is because for simple k it is not hard to compute the DL, doing the 
numerical integration to calculate DL does not show much advantage. For other 
loss distribution like exponential and Gamma distribution, the expression for 
DL become more complex. Hence costing more time to obtain the price of the 
CatEPut options. 
Also, we observe that when the loss intensity A goes up, the computation 
time of conditioning on loss method increases. In practice , usually about two 
to three times of the average loss (2 X A(T - t) to 3 X A(T - t)) terms should be 
used to approximate the infinity sum to insure an accuracy result. So if A goes 
up, the computational time of the conditioning on the loss method increases. 
C H A P T E R 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis, we modify the model of pricing the catastrophic equity put options. 
Our work extends the pricing of the CatEPut options mainly in two directions: 
one is applying the stochastic volatility model to the underlying asset process 
and the other is to introduce a different and more efficient method to price 
the CatEPut options. The correlation within the underlying asset process, the 
stochastic interest rates and the stochastic volatility are taken into consideration 
to make our model to be more general. 
It is reasonable to take the stochastic volatility into consideration because it 
can better capture the market property of the CatEPut options. Many empirical 
studies on the equity market and the stock market suggest the constant volatility 
model has some drawbacks in option pricing. And the stochastic volatility can 
better capture the commonly observed market features such as the volatility 
smile. In addition, because there are some the obvious weakness of using the 
original "conditioning on the loss"method in pricing CatEPut options, we use the 
method of Fourier transform which in some case can offer better computational 
efficiency and accuracy. 
Fourier transform is used to obtain the closed-form solution of the CatEPut 
options and then we conduct several numerical examples to illustrate the impact 
of parameters on the valuation of the CatEPut options. In our numerical exam-
ples, we can see that the stochastic interest rate makes a significant difference 
41 
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to the price of the CatEPut options and the value of the CatEPut options may 
vary much under different of stochastic volatility parameters. The result of our 
work can also be reduced to the previous work if we properly set the parameters. 
However, there are still several possible extensions and potential improve-
ments. Firstly, in this paper the pricing of CatEPut is based on the risk-neutral 
pricing measure. But the market for the CatEPut options is not so liquid, which 
leads to a possible extension of using the utility indifference pricing method to 
price the CatEPut options; Secondly, some more complex model on the catas-
trophic loss index were discussed by other authors. It worth to consider such 
model combined with stochastic volatility; Thirdly, the CatEPut is traded with 
significant counterparty default risk, it may be better to take this kind of risk 
into consideration; Also, as it is difficult to get the data from the CatEPut op-
tion trading market, we are not able to test our model using real data. It is a 
drawback we should overcome in the future. 
Finally, our solution is in the form of Fourier inverse transform, while benefit 
its computational efficiency, it also suffers from its weakness. When the param-
eter x(t) goes to some extreme case, the convergence speed of the fast Fourier 
transform is quite slow and for some kinds of jump distribution, it may even 
make the value of CatEPut options not Fourier integrable. 
A P P E N D I X A 
M E A S U R E CHANGE TO RISK 
NEUTRAL MEASURE Q 
Measure change from the real probability measure P to risk neutral measure Q. 
We use Vasicek (1977)'s assumption on the stochastic interest rates and the 
Schobel and Zhu (1999) model for stochastic volatility. Denote x(t) := ln S(t) 
be the log-price of the underlying asset, then it follows the SDEs: 
dx(t) = (PO - i v 2 ( t ) )d t + v(t)dVVx(t) - adL(t), 
dv(t) = iiv(Ov - v(t))dt + Ovd\Vv(t), 
dr(t) = Kr (Or - v(t))dt + Or dWWr (t) , ( A . 1 ) 
NV(t) 
L(t) = ^ li; 
i = i 
Wi x , Wi r and Wi v are correlated Brownian Motions with the corresponding 
correlation coefficients Pxv, Pxr and Prv ； li, i = 1, 2... are i.i.d random variables 
representing the size of i-th loss with p.d.f./^ (y); NV(t) denoting the number of 
catastrophic events from time 0 to time t is modeled as the homogenous Poisson 
Processes with arrival process intensity 乂； The factor a here is a measure of 
impact of the catastrophe on underlying asset price. In other words, if there 
is a catastrophic of size l happens at time t, the price change from S(t-) to 
S �= S ( t - ) e — a 1 . 43 
Appendix A. Measure change to risk neutral measure Q 44 
We then reformulate the problem into the risk-neutral form. As argued by 
Cox et al.(2004), if a liquid market for CatEPut options exists, then there exists 
an equivalent probability measure Q, which is not necessarily be unique, such 
that under Q , the discount stock process { e - J o R ( U ) D U S ( t ) : t > 0} is a martingale, 
for all tradable asset S �. 
Since this work is mainly focused on the impact of stochastic volatility and 
stochastic interest rate, we assume the risk premium for the catastrophic risk is 
zero. We will have the following lemma. 
L e m m a Let 风⑴ be the Radon-Nikodym process as follows 
( § ) t = e x p i . i / (fi 2(s, r(s),v(s)) + f2(s, r(s),v(s)) + f2(s, r(s),v(s)))ds 
+ 
+ 




f 2 ( s , r ( s ) , v ( s ) ) + 
prv pxr — pxv 
“ A I A 2 “ /3(s,r(s),v(s))]dWW x ( s ) 
pr 
t A i + / ^f3(s,r(s),v(s))dWv(s) 
A i A 2 •f3(s,r(s),v(s))]d\Vr (s) 
A 2 
NV(t) 
+ [ V ln 0 ( ln) + At / 
o 




A 2 = V^1 一 pir 一 pXv 一 p2v + 2pxr px v pr v, 
Let 0(y) be the risk premium of the catastrophic loss of size y and 
f i ( t , r(t), v(t)), / 2 (力 , r � ,v �） a n d f3(t, r(t), v(t)) be the market prices of the 
risk associated with the component of the Brownian motion for the underlying 
asset price , the interest rate and the volatility at time t. 
t 
t 
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where the market price of risk are defined as 
^ - r ( t ) - 7 
v ( t ) , 
K r 6 r - K r f)r _ ( K r _ S r ) r ( t ) 
OV A i 
f i ( S , r ( S ) , v ( S ) ) 
f r ( s , r ( s ) , v ( s ) ) 
f3(s,r(s),v(s)) = K v - K v O v ( K v - K v ) v ( t ) A" - A t p x v f i ( s , r ( s ) , v ( s ) ) -
丄 fi(s,r(s),v(s)), 
Y = S - e - a y ] 0 ( y ) / L ( y ) d y ; 
Ai = 一 ^ , 
A r = x A - plr - pXv - p^v + 2pxrpxvpr 
Then, for any A G F T , we have that 
A 2 - f r ( s , r ( s ) , v ( s ) ) ； 
(A.3) 
Q ( A ) = E P [ I ( A ) ^ I ( T ) 
and in particular W � ’ Wr (t) and Wv (t) defined by 
Wx(t) = wSx(t) + f “ - r ( s ) - Y d s , 
J Q v ( s ) 
Wr(t) = WSr(t) + f Kr^^ — K r 9 r — ^ �- S r ) r ( s ) ds, 
JQ O r 
W v ( t ) = WSv ( t ) + f K v 9 v - K v 9 v - ( K v - K v ) v ( s ) ds； 
(A.4) 
are Wiener processes with instantaneous correlation pxr, pxv, prv under Q. 
Finally, the discounted price process {D(0, t ) S ( t ) : t > 0} is a Q-martingale, 
where D(s, t) is defined as D(s, t) = exp(— ^^ r(u)du). 
Proof . S 
By the definition of ^ i ( t ) , it can be easily proofed that ^ i ( t ) > 0 almost 
surely under measure P; Further more, EQ[^i(t)] = 1 and ^i(t) is a P-martingale. 
Consequently, /3i(t) is a Radon-Nikodym derivative process which introduce the 
measure change from P to Q. 
For a fixed time T’because Wx(t), Wr (t) and Wv (t) are Wiener Processes 
with correlation p^r, pxv and prv on the probability space (Q, F , P), then U ( t ) = 
(Ui(t),Ur(t),U3(t)) defined as 
v 
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Ui(t) = WW x ( t ) , 
U2(t)=去[WWr � -P x x r WW x(t)], 
i 
A i A 2 (1 - p x r v ( t ) + (PxvPxr - P r v � + (PrvPxr - P x v ) W x � 
(A.5) 
is a standard three-dimensional Wiener Process on (Q, F , P). 
where, A i = pfT and A2 = - p^r - P^v - P^v + 2pxr Pxv Prv. 
Let f (t) = ( f i ( t ) , f2 (t), / 3 �） b e a three-dimensional adapted process defined 
in (A.3). 
So by Girsanov Theorem, under the measure Q defined by 
Q ( A ) = JA 历(w)dP(w), for all A G F 
where 
(t) = exp{-
The process U(t) 
f(s) • dlJ(s) + 1 / | | l j ( s ) | 2 ds} , (A.6) 
U(t) = U(t) + / f(s)ds 
o 
(A.7) 
is a standard three-dimensional Wiener Process. 
Rearrange (A.6), we can find it is equivalent to the definition of (A.2). 
And since U(t) is a standard three-dimensional Wiener Process, by plug in 
(A.5) into (A.7) we can easily get process Wx(t), Wr (t) and Wv (t) defined by 
(A.4) are Wiener Processes whose correlation coefficients are pxr, Pxv and prv. 
Finanlly the martingale condition of the underlying asset 
exp{— Jo力 r(s)ds}S(t) is equivalent to 
- r ( t ) + ^(t) - v(t)fi(t , r(t),v(t)) - A - e_ a y ]0 (y ) fL(y )dy = 0； (A.8) 
7 = A e _ a y 0 ( y ) . A L ( y ) d y； (A.9) 
t t 
t 
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end of proof. 
Under the risk neutral measure Q, denote x(t) be the log asset price. The 
the price of the CatEPuts can be write as f ( t ,x , r ,v , l ; T) 一 EQ[e- -ft r ( s ) d s ( K —  
e x ( T))十 I { L ( T ) > L 0 } | F t ] . 
where 
d x � 一 ( r �— 2v 2 ( t ) + Y)dt + v(t)dWx(t) — a d L � , 
d r � 一 (KrOr — Krr(t))dt + �d W r �， 
dv �一 (KV Ov — Kvv(t))dt + dv dWv �， 
L(t) 二 J：S h, 
(A.10) 
And the corresponding correlation between the Wiener Processes 
Wx,Wr, Wv are p^r, pxv and prv. 
N (t) is homogenous Poisson Process with arrival rate A 一 
/o十^ •(_y)fL (y)dy. li, i 一 1, 2 . . . are i.i.d random variables representing the size 
of each single catastrophic loss with a density function of /*L(z) 一 - . 力 �y �d y . 
� 
And Y 一 A 
o 
e —ay 0 ( y ) i L ( y ) d y 一 A 
J
 e —ay f L ( y ) d y 
A P P E N D I X B 
P R O O F OF INTEGRABILITY 
In this section, we present the proof of integrability for F(t , r , r i ) in (4.6). 
The idea is that we proof Re((7), BB and A are bounded for all r , r i . 
(1) We first proof Re[(7(r； t)] has a uniform up-bound for all r . 
(a)if Ov = 0: 
(a1)if Kv = 0 
Re[(J(r； t)] = x f [ a i ( a i + 1) - r 2 ] [ 1 - ( t - T ) 
< 
a i ( a i + 1 ) 
0. (a2) if Kv = Ov = 0, Re[(7(r； t) 
(b)So we just need to consider the non-trivial case: Ov = 0. 
Define R( r ) := R e ( ^ ( r ) ) be the function of r . 
We first proof lim R( r ) < 0. 
Since we have 
CJ u i u 2 ( e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - e 2 c o ( t - T ) u 2 ) 
( u 2 e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - u i e 2 c o ( t - T ) u 2 ) • 
R(r ) u i U 2 ( e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - e 2 c o ( t - T ) u 2 ) + M i U 2 ( e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - e 2 c o ( t - T ) u 2 ) ( u 2 e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - u i e 2 c o ( t - T > 2 ) + ( U 2 e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - U i e 2 c o ( t - T ) u 2 ) 
R e [ u i U 2 ( e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - e 2 c o ( t - T > 2 ) ( U 2 e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - U i e 2 c o ( t - T ) u 2 ) ] 
| | u 2 e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - u i e 2 c o ( t - T > 2 | | 2 
Note that D(r) = u 2 e 2 c o ( t - T ) u i - u i e 2 c o ( t - T ) u 2 , co 2 u i , 2 Kv + 
K v + pxv O v ( i r + a i ) ] 2 - o 2 ( i r + a i ) ( i r + a i + 1 ) . p x v Ov ( i r + a i ) ± A / A j a n d A 
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Then u i , u2 can be expressed 
u i = Vi + V2 i + V3 + V4i, 






(KV + Pxv Ov ai)) , a. 
Pxv “ 
V3 + V4i, 
V - V4 = A (Kv + Pxv Ov a i ) 2 + O 2(1 - Pxv ) 2 u 2 - a i ( a i + 1)O2 
V3V4 Tv (Pxv Kv + piv Ov a i - 2 Ov - a i O v ) 
or when u ^ W, we will have 
M 
M 
v s M 
—0, 
Pxvsgn(") 
~ a v ‘. 
Y i - p X v 
So when u — w , u i — 
Since 
v r — 0 ； 
辱 |u| + Pxv •iu, u — Y i - P i v u + Pxv iu 
R(u) = Re[ui | | u2 | | 2 e 2 a v 2 ( t - T ) R e ( « i ) + u2| |ui | | 2 e 2 a 2 ( t - T ) R e ( u 2 )  
- u i | | u 2 | | 2 e a v 2 ( t - T ) ( - i + - 2 ) - u | | u i | | 2 e a 2 ( t - T ) ( - 2 + « i ) ] 
t—T )vi 
I P l|2 {[(Vi - V 3 ) 2 + ( V 2 - V 4 ) 2 ] ( V I + V3)e 2 a  
+ [(Vi + V 3 ) 2 + (V2 + V4)2][(Vi - V 3 ) e - 2 a v 2 ( t - T ) v 3 
2 ( t - T ) v 3 
(vi - V 3 ) 2 + (V2 - V4) 2 ] [ (v i + V3) cos (2�2 ( t - T )V4) + (V2 + V4) sin(2Ov2(t - T)均） 
+ [(vi + V 3 ) 2 + (V2 + v 4 ) 2 ] [ - ( v i - V3) COS(2OV2(t - T )V4) + (仍 - V 4 ) sin(2Ov2(t - T ) V 4 ) ] } 
and 
|D | | 2 = | | u 2 | | 2 e 2 a 2 ( t - T ) R e ( u i ) + | | u i | | 2 e 2 a 2 ( t - T ) R e ( u 2 )  
- 2 R e ( u i u 2 e a 2 ( t - T ) ( - i + - 2 ) ) 
= e 2 a 2 ( t - T ) v i {[(vi + V3)2 + (V2 + V 4 ) 2 ] e - 2 a 2 ( t - T ) v3 
+ [(vi - V3) 2 + (V2 - V 4 ) 2 ] e 2 a 2 ( t - T ) v 3 
+ [v2 - v2 + v2 - v|] cos(2O2(t - T )V4) + 2[viV4 - V2V3] sin(2O2(t - T)均)} 
v 
a v v 
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Note that t < T and vs — when u —�、with the property 
lim xne—'a'x = 0 for any n > 0 and a > 0. 
When u , we have 
R(u) — vi -
Or 
R ( u ) — — � , 
Since R(u) is a continuous function when u E ( - �, + �) ’ so there exists 
u > uo, we have R(u) < 0. u0 > 0 such that for any u which satisfies 
For |u| < uo, we continue to proof |(7(u; t)| is bounded by some Mc > 0. 
If the above conclusion is not true, this means for any M > 0 there exists 
some u E [-uo, uo] such as |(7(u; t)| > M. We can then construct a sequence 
{un} such that |(7(un)| > n. 
Since {un} is bounded, there exists a sub-sequence which is convergent. We 
can name is as { � } and assume that lim un^ 
(^(unk)| > nk > k. 
Since |(7(u)| is continues, |(7(uc)| — 
Recall that (7(u) satisfies 
uc, moreover |叫 | < uo and 
C - u i = e — a 2 ( t — T ) ( u i — u 2 ) =  , 
C - u2 
By the definition of ui,u2, they are bounded when u 
0, for j = 1, 2. Or ^ = 0 
M So the left hand side of the above equation 
u c , we have M 
CJ - ui 
C - u2 < 
+ | u i | 
|CJ | - u 2 | 
1 + J u i ! 
1 _ J u l 
丄 | C 
s 
| 1 
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And 
(7 - U1 
(7 - U2 > 
|(71-- U 1 | 
|(7 -
1 l u l ! 
1 + lU2i 
丄十 I C 
So | l U l 
This means the right hand side, 
e - a 2 ( t - T ) ( u l - u 2 ) 一 e - 2 4 C t _ T ) v 3 一 1 
It is only possible when v3 = 0. A necessity condition for 
following, 
0 is as 
(Kv 十 p x v O v a 1 ) 2 - a 1 ( a 1 十 十(1 一 p L < 0 
^cOv (pxvKv 十 plvOva1 - 1 Ov - a1Ov) 一 0 
By proper choosing the parameter a1, we can get a contradiction. 
(B.1) 
(i)If Kv 一 0, we can choose small a1 > 0 s.t. 
(Kv 十 pxv Ov a 1 ) 2 - a 1 ( a 1 十 > 0. 
D e f i n e
 5 1 一 2 ( 1 - p 1 ^ v ) a 2 [ ( 2 K V p x v O v - O 2 ) 十 V ^ ( 2 K V p x v �一 O ^ ) 2 十 4 ( 1 一 ^ ^ K W ] b e 
the positive solution of the function (Kv 十 pxv Ov x) 2 - x(x 十 1)O2 一 0. 
If we set 0 < a1 <51, the first equation of (B.1) is unsatisfied. 
(ii) If Kv 一 0, setting a 1 一。乂」,then equations (B.1) only hold when 
2 p x v 一丄 
^c 一 0. We then examine (7(0； t), since ^c 一 0, v3 一 0 the corresponding U1，2 at 
…一 0 can be expressed as 
U1 一 v1 十 v4i, 
U2 一 v1 - v4i, 
P x v a l 
^ v ‘ 
V ( 1 - " x v ) a l + a l . 
| 1 
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And 
C^Q; t) (v2 + v 4 ) 
So if 
vi — v4 cot[(T — t)d^(1 — pXxv)a2 + ai] 
choose a i s.t. v i — v 4 cot[(T — t)d^(1 — pX.v)a2 + a i ] 一 0, then 
(J(wc；； t)| is bounded, this is contradictory to the assumption. 
Finally, we proofed that by proper choose of a1 we can make the real part 
of (7(w; t) is bounded for all w G R. 
e2 C v 2 | 一 e 1 Real(e)v2 < e 2 M c v 2 . (B.2) 
(2) We then go to the proof of |B(w; t)| is bounded. 
_ 丨(bi(w) + 2coC7(w; u)du) 
Consider f i (w; s) ：一 [ai(w)+bo(w)C7(w; s)]e人 ；Then 
B(w; t) 一 f t f i (w; s)ds. 
By a similar procedure, we can proof that lim�—士⑴ | f i (w; s)| 一 0 for any 
t < s < T. 
Then there exists some wb > 0 s.t. any w G (—�，—w b ) U (wb, + �) ， 
| f i (w; s)| < 1. 
Since | f i (w; s)| is bounded on [—wb, wb], we can find some M B > (T — t) such 
that |fi(w; s)| < M—. And further more, |B(w; t)| 一 | fi(w; s)ds| < MB. 
So we have 
e B(時 一 eR < e | B | H ) < e M B |v| (B.3) 
(3) Then consider exp{ f�(ao + aL + boB + CQC? + CoBB2)ds}. 
Note that we have the assumption on the jump li： there exists some 6 s.t. 
E[e^ l i] < +TO. If a i a + a2 < 6 we can proof that the real part of ao + aL + 
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�B ( s ) + CoC7(s) + CoB(s)2 has an upper bound Mt by first consider the infinity 
side and then proof the bounded part. Then 
exp[ / t T (ao + aL + 6oB(s) + CoC7(s) + CoB(s) 2 )ds 
=exp{ReaZ[J t T (ao + aL + 6oB(s) + CoC7(s) + CoB(s) 2)ds]} 
< exp{J t T M t d s } 
= e M A 
(B.4) 
Additionally with , 
|A(T,w,wi)| = 
- e a i k _ a 2 L o L 
3 x p [ ( i ^ + i + a i ) f c + ( i ^ i _ a 2 ) L o ] 
( i w + a i ) ( i w + a i + i ) ( i w i _ a 2 ) 
i i 
< Mo ( w 2 + a 2 ^ ^2 + a 2 
So, by choosing a i and a2 satisfy the above condition: 
F (t,w,wi)| = l i e 1 ( 5 v 2 
< Mo e M A + M B |v| + 1 MCv2 
( w 2 + a 2 ^ w 2 + a 2 
( w 2 + a 2 ^ w 2 + a 2 
Finally, we proved that F(t, w, wi) is absolutely integrable. 
l 
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